Rapid channel incision of the lower Pearl River (China) since the 1990s as a consequence of sediment depletion
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Abstract. This paper reported a dramatic channel incision (>10 m in the deepest cut) during the past 10 y or so in the lower Pearl River, the second largest river in terms of water discharge in China. The channel incision had caused changes both in the channel geometry as well as in the river hydraulics. Also, the water exchange between the two major tributaries of the Pearl River, the Xijiang and Beijiang, had been significantly changed due to the channel incision. The rapid channel incision was principally the result of extensive sand mining in the lower Pearl River and the delta region due to the booming economy in the Pearl Delta region. Slight increase of water discharge and significant decrease of sediment load since the early 1990s in both the Xijiang and Beijiang also likely contributed to the observed dramatic river bed downcutting to some extent. This has important implications for river management, as the large Chinese rivers have seen a dramatic depletion of sediment fluxes due to the combined effects of declining rainfall, dam constructions, water diversion, reforestation and afforestation, and sediment mining over the recent decades.

1 Introduction

Hydro-climatic fluctuations and disturbances of human activities over the past decades or even centuries resulted in deposition or erosion of alluvial river beds and other forms of river channel changes. Channel incision of an alluvial river as a result of sediment depletion has a series of detrimental effects, such as groundwater table lowering, flood flow increase, the destabilization of infrastructures (e.g. bridges, and dykes), sea water encroachment in the coast regions, disruptions to in-stream biological communities and several other biological and environmental impacts (Bravard et al., 1997; Rinaldi et al., 2005). It is noticed that human activities can sometimes induce channel change more significantly than those by natural events such as floods, droughts and landslides (Petts and Amoros, 1996; Surian and Rinaldi, 2003). For example, effects of sediment mining on alluvial river incision have been huge (Rinaldi et al., 2005). This has been well documented for the rivers in California (Harvey and Shumm, 1987; Collins and Dunne, 1990; Kondolf and Swanson, 1993; Kondolf, 1994; Kondolf, 1997; Sandecki and Avila, 1997), Washington (Collins and Dunne, 1989), Italy (Surian and Rinaldi, 2003; Rinaldi and Simon, 1998; Rinaldi, 2003), Spain (Rovira et al., 2005), France (Peiry, 1987; Petit et al., 1996; Bravard et al., 1999; Gaillot and Piégay, 1999; Arnaud-Fassetta, 2003), UK (Sear and Archer, 1998), New Zealand (Page and Heerdegen, 1985) and Australia (Davis et al., 2000).

The large Chinese rivers have seen a dramatic depletion of sediment load during the past several decades. For example, the annual sediment discharge in the Yellow River has declined from over 1000 Mt as often cited in the literature (Milliman and Meade, 1983) to around 400 Mt in the 1990s (Xu, 2003) and even below 200 Mt in recent years (Wang et al., 2007). Similarly, the annual sediment flux in the Yangtze River has declined from >400 Mt to <200 Mt since the closure of the first stage of the Three Gorges Dam in 2003 for the Yangtze River (Chen et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007). Apart from the declining rainfall in North China (Xu, 2003), the construction of the numerous reservoirs, water diversion and consumption, reforestation and afforestation, and sediment mining are the primary reasons for such decline. For example, sediment mining has been increasingly important in reducing sediment load as a result of the booming Chinese economy over the past three decades or so (Chen et al., 2006). The annual in-channel sediment extraction was 40 Mt in the 1980s and 80 Mt in the 1990s in the lower Yangtze River (Chen et al., 2006). However, the detrimental effects as a result of such massive removal of sediment on the large Chinese rivers have rarely been reported.
The Pearl River drains an area of 453 700 km² and it is the second largest river in China in terms of water discharge (336 billion m³) (PRWRC, 1991). Before 1990, the river channels in the lower Pearl River remained in basic balance between deposition and erosion on the whole (Huang et al., 2003; Li, 2003; Qian, 2004). However, the increasing anthropogenic disturbances have imposed considerable impacts on the river channel. This paper provided the river channel measurements made since the 1990s in the lower Pearl River (a large alluvial river) to assess its rapid incision and consequent impacts on the channel geometry and river hydraulics. Also, possible contributing factors to the channel incision are to be presented and discussed. This is significantly important for channel management in large rivers because the previously documented rivers with channel incision are relatively smaller compared to the Pearl River in this study. For example, Po River in Italy has a drainage area of 70 091 km², Nepean River in Australia 21 740 km² and Rhone River in France 20 300 km², and the remaining <10 000 km².

Fig. 1. Lower Pearl River and its delta area showing the study sites (Gaoyao, Sanshui and Makou), and the stretch of the channel from Gaoyao to Makou. The upper figure is the location map and the lower figure is the satellite image for the selected region.

Fig. 2. Cross-section channel profiles and thalweg elevation from 1990 to 2003 determined from the repeated field surveys at stations (a) Gaoyao, (b) Makou and (c) Sanshui. Selective display of the cross-section channel profiles at 5 years: 1990, 1992, 1996, 1999 and 2003 for a better illustration.

2 Study area

The Pearl River, with a drainage area of 453 700 km² (442 100 km² is located inside China) is the second largest river in China with an annual water discharge of 336 billion m³ (Fig. 1) (PRWRC, 1991). The drainage basin is situated between 21.31°–26.49° N and 102.14°–115.53° E. It covers a region of subtropical to tropical monsoon climate straddling the Tropic of Cancer. The mean annual temperature across the basin ranges from 14 to 22°C and the mean annual precipitation ranges from 1200 to 2200 mm. The Pearl River Basin consists of various source rocks from Precambrian metamorphic rocks to Quaternary fluvial sediments (Zhang et al., 2007b). Carbonates are widely distributed in the basin, accounting for 39% of the total basin area (PRWRC, 1991). The igneous rocks are dominated by granites with acid to intermediate composition, covering about half of the area of Guangdong Province. Small area coverages of evaporites and pyrites are mainly scattered in the upstream of the Xijiang in Yunnan and Guizhou provinces. Quaternary fluvial sediments are mostly developed in the basin, accounting for 39% of the total basin area (PRWRC, 1991). The igneous rocks are dominated by granites with acid to intermediate composition, covering about half of the area of Guangdong Province. Small area coverages of evaporites and pyrites are mainly scattered in the upstream of the Xijiang in Yunnan and Guizhou provinces. Quaternary fluvial sediments are mostly developed in the lower alluvial plain, the delta plain and the interior river valley plain of Guangdong and Guangxi provinces. The Pearl River extends from Yunnan Province in Southwest China to Guangdong Province before pouring into South China Sea (SCS) with a total length of 2214 km. The Pearl River system is composed of the three main rivers, Xijiang, Beijiang and Dongjiang, and some small rivers draining the Pearl River.
Delta (Fig. 1). The runoff and sediment yield are unevenly distributed in the Pearl River Basin (Zhang et al., 2007b). The contributions of the Xijiang, Beijiang, and Dongjiang to the Pearl River Delta in terms of water discharge are 77%, 15% and 8%, respectively and the contributions of these three rivers in terms of sediment load are 90%, 7%, and 3%, respectively. The sediment supply in the Pearl River Delta is mainly coming from the upper Xijiang.

The mainstream of the Xijiang River has distinct names for different sections from upstream to downstream and the section below Wuzhou is called Xijiang. The Xijiang and Beijiang are connected by a small waterway called Shixianyao before they flow into the Pearl River Delta through their own courses. The channel from Wuzhou to Makou has a length of 212 m with the average channel slope of 0.09‰ while the channel from Makou to Modaomen waterway (the river mouth) has a length of 139 m with the average slope of 0.048‰. The channel width of the Xijiang at Gaoyao is about 1000 m and the channel depth is about 30 m. The channel width of the Beijiang at Sanshui is about 1100 m and the channel depth is about 25 m. The channel patterns are clearly shown in Fig. 1b. Generally the channels in both the lower Xijiang and Beijiang are straight with alternate sand islands. The sinuosity is about 1.07 for the reach from the Lingyangxia Gorge to the estuary of the Xijiang, and 1.19 for the lower reach of the Beijiang (Xu, 1996). The channel bed composition in the lower Xijiang and Beijiang is mainly sand except in the 8-km long bedrock section of the Lingyangxia Gorge in the low Xijiang.

The riverbed sediment in the lower Xijiang and Beijiang mainly consists of sand, which meets the requirements for construction. For the period with less anthropogenic interruptions (e.g. 1960s), suspended sediment at the Gaoyao station is made up of sand (grain size 1–0.05 mm), silt (grain size 0.05–0.005 mm) and clay (grain size <0.005 mm) and their composition percentages are 33%, 53%, and 14% respectively. Similarly, suspended sediment in the lower Beijiang is composed of sand (18%), silt (61%) and clay (21%). Both in the Xijiang and Beijiang, the decreasing trends of grain size of suspended sediment in the downstream direction have been observed which corroborate that the deposited sediment in the riverbed has coarser grain size (Qian, 2004). Based on measurements at Shijiao, during the period 1975–1977, the medium grain size of bedload in the low Beijiang ranges between 0.504 mm and 0.568 mm (Huang et al., 2003). The medium grain size of riverbed material also shows a decreasing trend in the downstream direction in the Beijiang and is about 0.42 mm in the lower Beijiang (Sanshui) (Huang et al., 2003).

3 Methods and datasets

Annual channel cross-sections were measured at the three main hydrological stations (Gaoyao and Makou in the lower Xijiang, and Sanshui in the lower Beijiang) (Fig. 1). The equipments used for the measurements were depth sounder before 1999 and Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) after 1999. The measurements were conducted at least once a year in general in the dry season ranging from November to April. The channel geometry changes at the three hydrological stations were investigated on the basis of the annual measurements over the 14 y from 1990 to 2003. In addition to the 3 main cross-sections, there were 25 extra cross-section profiles obtained in the three years of 1992, 1999 and 2003 along the 50 km stretch from Gaoyao to Makou in the lower Xijiang (Fig. 1). The 25 cross-sections were obtained using the navigation charts produced in 1992 and 1999, and the actual ADCP measurements in 2003. The thalweg lines were reconstructed from the 25 cross-sections for the three years to evaluate the longitudinal channel changes.

The influence of river channel incision on river hydraulics was evaluated by comparing the stage-discharge curves from different years. Water levels attained at particular levels of flood water discharge in different years was compared to further reveal the water level lowering caused by river channel incision. Annual water discharge and suspended sediment flux data were obtained from the gauging station Gaoyao of the Xijiang, and Shijiao of the Beijiang. They were measured following the related Chinese national standard (Ministry of Water Resources of China, 1992).

4 Results

4.1 Channel geometry change at three hydrological stations

Based on the cross-section profiles of three stations examined (Gaoyao and Makou in the Xijiang, Sanshui in the Beijiang) during the period of 1990 to 2003 (selective display for representative years 1990, 1992, 1996, 1999, and 2003 in Fig. 2), significant downcutting in the riverbed has been observed at Gaoyao and Sanshui since 1992, while at Makou since 1994.
River channel incision has caused a significant change in channel geometry (selective display for years 1990, 1992, 1996, 1999, and 2003 in Fig. 4). Notable increases of the cross-section area have been observed accompanying the down-cuts of river channels at all the three stations examined (Fig. 4a). For example, the cross-section areas when the water level was 0 m increased 22.6% at Gaoyao, 16.4% at Makou, and 170.3% at Shanshui from 1990 to 2003. No obvious changes of channel width were observed at Gaoyao and Makou in the lower Xijiang, while a narrowing of 150 m was recorded at Shanshui since 1998 for higher water levels (>5.0 m) (Fig. 4b). Depth continuously increased from 1990 to 2003 with an average rate of 13 cm/y at Gaoyao, 16 cm/y at Makou, and 26 cm/y at Shanshui (Fig. 4c). The average width/depth ratio of the channel for different water levels decreased significantly between 1990 and 2003 from 78.2 to 66.9 at Gaoyao, from 46.5 to 40.2 at Makou, and from 138.1 to 73.6 at Shanshui (Fig. 4d).

4.2 Channel geometry change along the longitudinal direction in the lower Xijiang

Channel geometric changes have taken place not only at the gauging stations but also along the whole lower Xijiang River. The thalweg line stretching 50 km from Gaoyao down to Makou shows down cuts from 1992 to 2003, though there were occasional depositions (Fig. 5a). Between 1992 and 1999, over 40% of the stretch had down cut over 2 m with the deepest down cut 9.86 m nearby Makou. Between 1999 and 2003, the cross-sections near Gaoyao showed more significant downcutting with the deepest down cut 14.98 m. Between 1992 and 2003, the rapid channel incision of the stretch between Gaoyao and Makou was observed with down cuts ranging from 1.62 m to 11.29 m. Most of the severely incised cross-sections (>2 m) were located near Gaoyao or near Makou, and the incision showed an upstream trend in recent years. The cross-section areas increased corresponding to the downcutting of river channels (Fig. 5b).

4.3 River hydraulics change: stage-discharge relationship

The relations between water level and water discharge were changed at the three sites as a result of the rapid downcutting (Fig. 6). Since 1990, water discharge increased at a given water level, with the increased depth and cross-section area of the channel (selective display for years 1990, 1992, 1996, 1999, and 2003 in Fig. 6). For example, when water level was 10 m, water discharge increased by 2900 (9.4%), 3400 (25.0%) and 6500 m$^3$/s (15.0%) in 1999 as compared to
In 1988, at Gaoyao, Sanshui and Makou respectively. One the other hand, the water level decreased with a given discharge as a result of downcutting. For example, the water level between 1992 and 2002 was lowered by 2.0 m on average at Gaoyao, 1.5 m at Makou, and 3.0 m at Sanshui. At Gaoyao and Sanshui stations, the lowering of flood water level had shown a gradually increasing tendency with the down-cutting of river channel (Table 1). On average, the lowering of flood water level was about 1.5 m in the late 1990s and about 2.0 m in the 2000s when compared with the floods of similar water discharge pre-1990s or in the early 1990s. The observed lowering of water levels as a result of the downcutting is dramatic, given the short period and the large drainage area compared to the documented rivers, such as the Wisloka River with a drainage area of 4096 km², where the water level lowering was only <1.0 m over the period of about 30 years (Wyżga, 1997; 2001; Lach and Wyżga, 2002).

The impact of the rapid incision on the water level had reached further upstream. For example, from Wuzhou down to Makou the flood water levels for a given discharge of 43,000 m³/s declined progressively, with 0.5 m decline at Wuzhou and 2.05 m decline at Makou in 2002 compared to 1988 (Fig. 7). As a result, the flood water surface had increased the gradient, potentially causing more damages. For example, from Wuzhou to Makou the flood water surface slope had an increase from 0.063‰ for the 1988 flood to 0.066‰ for the 1996 flood and to 0.070‰ for the 2002 flood. In addition to the increase in the flood damages, the increased water surface slope could increase the sediment transport capacity and accelerate channel incision further, which could in turn modify the morphology of the river channel.
4.4 Water exchange between the Xijiang and the Beijiang

The channel incision also caused significant change in the water exchange between the Xijiang and the Beijiang through the Shixianyao waterway connection (Fig. 8). The Shixianyao waterway played an important role in regulating the water from the Beijiang to the Xijiang before the occurrences of the massive channel incision. The channel bed at Sanshui (Beijiang) was around 10 m higher than at Makou (Xijiang), hence the water would flow from the Beijiang to the Xijiang under normal flood condition. Due to the fact that the Beijiang channel at Sanshui was more incised than the Xijiang at Makou after the 1990s, the Shixianyao waterway has began to play its opposite role in regulating the water from the Xijiang to the Beijiang. As a result, the annual water discharge at Sanshui increased significantly since the 1990s (Fig. 8). The average percentage of the water discharge at Sanshui in terms of the sum of the water discharge at Sanshui and Makou increased from 14.4% to 23.1% from 1959–1992 to 1993–2003.

5 Discussions

5.1 Possible causes of channel incision

River channel change, like incision or deposition, is a natural process for an alluvial river. However, increasing human activities such as sand mining, construction of reservoirs and land use alterations have accelerated this geomorphological process (Surian, 1999; Rinaldi, 2003; Li et al., 2007). The causes of such rapid incision require an in-depth analysis on the water discharge and sediment flux changes as a result of various human activities and possible climate variations. This paper provides a preliminary analysis from the aspect of sediment depletion due to sand mining and reduced upstream sediment supply.

5.1.1 In-Channel sand mining

The intensive in-channel sand mining appears to be the principal factor causing the rapid channel incision in the lower Pearl River. The demand for sand as construction material has been high since the economic reform in the late 1970s across the Pearl River Delta, particularly since the end 1980s. The Pearl River Delta is one of the rapidly industrializing and important agricultural areas in China and the total population in the Delta region (including Hong Kong and Macau) increased from 12.59 million to 50.0 million with the urbanization rate of >70%. Some of the cities in the region were literally built from scratch. For example, Dongguan has been built from a tiny fishing village before 1978 to a city with a population of 6.5 million. As a result, sediment mining has been intensive in the large scale, and the rapid channel incision has been very common across the whole delta area. For example, it was reported that the channel was incised over 8 m from 1989 to 2001 in the channel of the river mouth to South China Sea (PRWRC, 2003).

During the period 1984–1999, the averaged annual sediment extracted through mining from the Pearl River Delta (the Xijiang and Beijiang portion) was $46–53 \times 10^6$ m$^3$, equivalent to 59.8–68.9 Mt (Peng et al., 2003), which is close to the annual suspended load from the Xijiang and Beijiang. However, the extracted amount is much higher than bed-load (normally 5∼10% of suspended load), which is the principal portion for sand extracting. Moreover, based on the sediment budget of Peng et al. (2003), the annual sediment deposition rate is about 17.7 Mt during the period 1984–1999 by calculating the difference between the sediment supply to the delta region and the sediment export to the open sea. Hence, the sediment extraction rate in the lower Pearl River enormously exceeds the sediment replenishment rate, which is supposed to result in substantial incision and almost irreversible channel adjustments (Rinaldi et al., 2005).
5.1.2 Reduced upper sediment supply

Apart from sediment mining, there may be other causes of river channel incision, such as sediment reduction due to climate change, and land use change in the drainage basin, e.g. reforestation/afforestation, damming and reservoir constructions. The long-term series of the water discharge and suspended load of the Xijiang (at Gaoyao) and Beijiang (at Shijiao) (Fig. 9) indicate slight increases of water discharge and significant decreases of suspended sediment load since the early 1990s in both rivers (Zhang et al., 2007a). The averaged annual water discharges were $214.9 \times 10^9$ m$^3$ for 1958–1990 and $231.7 \times 10^9$ m$^3$ for 1991–2004 at Gaoyao, and $40.9 \times 10^9$ m$^3$ and $43.8 \times 10^9$ m$^3$ at Shijiao for the above two periods respectively. The averaged annual suspended sediment load was $71.4$ Mt and $57.9$ Mt at Gaoyao, and $5.8$ and $4.8$ Mt at Shijiao for the two periods, respectively. The slightly increased water discharge and significantly decreased suspended sediment load since the early 1990s may contribute to the channel incision to some extent. However, although about 20% reduction of the total suspended load in the Xijiang and Beijiang could be considered as a significant variation, it is not supposed that the decrease of sediment supply cause such a rapid incision observed in this study as inferred from other studies. For example, two distinct phases of incision were observed in the Arno River, central Italy (Rinaldi and Simon, 1998): the minor degradational phase due to the basin development (construction of weirs, reforestation) and the accelerated degradation phase due to the extensive sand mining. Also, the decrease of suspended load may likely be caused by sand extraction (Yang et al., 2004) because the division of suspended load and bed load is not absolutely fixed and mutual exchange with each other may occur during different hydraulic conditions. Hence, the rapid channel incision observed in the lower Pearl River is likely dominantly caused by in-channel sand mining although it is very difficult to quantify the contributions of these two intertwining processes: sand mining and sediment supply reduction due to changes in the basin scale.

5.2 Environmental effects of channel incision

5.2.1 Flood hazard in downstream regions

Although channel incision reduced the flood peak water level and the flooding risk in the incised reach (Table 1), it has increased the concentration of flood flow in the channel and reduced the floodplain retention. For example, the flood peak water level (12.68 m a.s.l.) attained at a discharge of $55,000$ m$^3$/s in 2005 is slightly higher than the water level (12.21 m a.s.l.) attained at a discharge of $44,500$ m$^3$ in 1988. The reduction of floodplain retention can caused increased flood hazard in downstream regions. Abnormally high water level and increased flood hazard in the Pearl River Delta in the 1990s has been reported (Yang et al., 2001; Peng et al., 2003; Peng et al., 2004). In 1994 and 1998, floods with peak water level less than 50-year return period at Sanshui and Makou stations brought on destructive floods with peak water level up to 200-year return period in the hinterland of the Pearl River Delta.

5.2.2 Drinking water supply

Channel incision lowers the water level and brings difficulty for drinking water supply in the Pearl River Delta. In 1995, the lowest water level for water extraction in the Dongjiang-Shenzhen Diversion Project has decreased to 0.41 m, which is far below the designed lowest water level 1.78 m. The water level lowering caused by channel incision has caused great economic loss due to adopting new facilities for extracting drinking water while abandoning the existing facilities. Moreover, due to the lowering of water level, the water diversion amount cannot meet the designed amount and the drinking water supply in the Pearl River Delta has been warned.

5.2.3 Infrastructure security (levies, bridges)

Channel incision in the lower Pearl River has brought risks to the security of bank protection infrastructures and bridges. Many levees in the Guangdong Province have shown cracks on the surface, and some of them have collapsed due to the impacts of riverbed downcutting. Bridges in the low Pearl River have also been threatened by the in-channel sand mining. Shuidong Bridge in the section of Yaogu in the Xinxingjiang River, a tributary of the Lower Xijiang River, has collapsed in May 1993 with the piers scoured due to the...

Table 1. The lowering of flood water level accompanying the down-cutting of river channel at Gaoyao and Sanshui stations, under similar level of water discharge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Water discharge (m$^3$/s)</th>
<th>Water level (m a.s.l.)</th>
<th>Lowering of water level (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaoyao</td>
<td>26.08.1979</td>
<td>31 700</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.08.1997</td>
<td>31 800</td>
<td>9.67</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19.07.2001</td>
<td>31 500</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.06.1983</td>
<td>34 400</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.07.1999</td>
<td>35 100</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.06.2000</td>
<td>34 500</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.07.2004</td>
<td>37 100</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>06.09.1988</td>
<td>44 800</td>
<td>12.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.07.1996</td>
<td>43 500</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.06.2002</td>
<td>42 000</td>
<td>10.38</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanshui</td>
<td>11.06.1994</td>
<td>6100</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.07.1998</td>
<td>6010</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.06.2005</td>
<td>6040</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.06.1994</td>
<td>10 400</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03.07.1998</td>
<td>10 200</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.06.2005</td>
<td>10 100</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.06.1994</td>
<td>13 100</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01.07.1998</td>
<td>13 100</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.06.2005</td>
<td>13 100</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sand mining. Youjin Bridge in Sanshui has become a high-risk bridge recently with exposed piers due to the channel downcutting near Sanshui. And more recently, 1600-m Jiujiang Bridge in the lower Xijiang in Guangdong Province collapsed on 15 June 2007 due to the hit of a sand-laden boat. The in-channel sand mining is blamed to be the most important cause of bridge collapse by the local authorities. The water depth at the location of Jiujiang Bridge has increased from 20 m in 1985 to 35~50 m currently due to the intense sand mining.

5.2.4 Seawater intrusion

The rapid channel incision also contributes to the increasing salty water intrusion and subsequent freshwater shortage in the Pearl River Delta region due to the decreased sediment load to the sea as well as increased channel depth. The most extraordinary cases include seawater intrusion happened in March 1999, December 2003 to March 2004, and December 2005 to February 2006, which had serious impacts on fresh water supply in the Pearl River Delta region. For example, the salt water intrusion from December 2005 to February 2006, which is the largest salt water intrusion in the last 43 y, caused a huge problem for the fresh water supply over one month for the cities of Macau, Zhuhai, Zhongshan and Fanyu etc. in the Delta region (Fig. 1). The salt content (Cl<sup>-</sup>) of the water supply areas was as high as 6415 mg/l (the national standard for drinking water is <250 mg/l). As a result the local authority had to divert extra water from over 10 large reservoirs upstream to increase water discharge and minimize the salt content for water supply to these cities during the dry period.

5.2.5 Ecological and environmental impacts

Riparian and aquatic habitats would be altered with the water table lowering and removing bed materials through in-channel sand mining (Rinaldi et al., 2005). Moreover, the salt water intrusion could lead to the loss of aquatic habitats and greatly change the ecological environments in river systems. The slow-down of the delta acceleration rate in the Pearl River Delta (Li et al., 2004) would reduce the wetland area and influence the biodiversity in the estuary. However, few in-depth studies about ecological and environmental impacts of channel incision have been conducted so far in the Pearl River.

6 Conclusions

A dramatic channel incision (>10 m in the deepest cut) has occurred since the 1990s in the lower Pearl River. The channel geometry and the river hydraulics have been dramatically changed due to the rapid downcutting. For example, the channel incision had caused lower water levels across the entire lower reaches of the river. The water exchange between the two main rivers of the Pearl River, the Xijiang and Beijiang, had also been significantly changed due to the different amplitude of channel incision in two rivers. Such a rapid downcutting of a large alluvial river has never been reported in the literature.

The rapid channel incision was considered to be principally the result of extensive sand mining in the lower Pearl River and the delta region due to the booming economy in the Pearl Delta region. The sediment extraction rate enormously exceeds the sediment replenishment rate in this study. At the same time, there has been about 20% decrease of suspended load coinciding with channel incision. It is very difficult to quantify the contributions of sand mining and suspended sediment decrease on riverbed downcutting. However, the impact of sand mining is considered to overwhelm that of reduced upstream sediment supply based on the rapid incision observed. An in-depth study is required to pin-point the exact reasons behind such rapid incision, and to develop quantitative relations between the incision and sediment depletion.

These channel changes have resulted in various environmental and social-economic consequences such as increasing flood hazards in the Pearl River Delta, shortage of drinking water supply, security problem of infrastructures (e.g. levees, bridges), salty water intrusion as well as the alteration of...
aquatic and riparian ecosystems. Although the Chinese government has enhanced the management of in-channel sand mining in the lower Pearl River since the end of the 1990s, the illegal mining activities are still rampant. Tighter restrictions on in-channel sand mining should be proposed in order to reduce or recover the channel incision as well as its detrimental effects in the lower Pearl River. The observed dramatic river bed downcutting as a result of sediment depletion has important implications for river management, as the large Chinese rivers have seen a dramatic depletion of sediment fluxes due to the combined effects of declining rainfall, dam constructions, water diversion, reforestation and afforestation, and sediment mining over the recent decades. A better understanding of human impacts on river channels is of great importance for river engineering and environmental management.
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